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When Dr. Garrett Saikley threatened
earlier this year to seek a court injunc-

tion to stop the celebrated “Great Huki”
algae removal project at East Honolulu’s
Maunalua Bay, his goal was to shield his
tranquil Paiko Drive community from any
negative impacts of the project’s proposed
baseyard, at nearby Paiko Lagoon Wildlife
Sanctuary. But in Saikley’s zeal to stop the
trucks and droves of workers from invading
and tearing up the road past his neighbors
and to his oceanfront home, he happened
upon a weak spot in the state Division of
Aquatic Resources’ permit review process,
which ultimately led to the March 19 ouster
of its administrator, Dan Polhemus.

The exact reasons behind Polhemus’s de-
parture from the state Department of Land
and Natural Resources (he was fired initially,
but was later allowed to resign) remain largely
undisclosed. The friction between two indi-
viduals — in this case, Polhemus and DLNR
director Laura Thielen — isn’t always docu-
mented. Thielen did suspend Polhemus late
last year for his handling of East Maui water
issues and Polhemus responded with two
internal complaints against her. But docu-
ments associated with those events, possibly

protected as confidential personnel informa-
tion, were not released to Environment
Hawai‘i by press time. With regard to
Polhemus’s handling of the Maunalua Bay
project, DLNR correspondence obtained by
Environment Hawai‘i had been heavily re-
dacted to exclude confidential attorney-cli-
ent communication.

In any case, what becomes clear in the
emails and letters among DLNR staffers,
Saikley, The Nature Conservancy of Hawai‘i
and its contractor, Pono Pacific, is that the
permitting of the project  — calling for some
50 daily workers to remove 2,000 tons of
invasive algae over the course of a year — was
rushed. Whether or not TNC or Pono Pacific
should have prepared an environmental as-
sessment or impact statement for it somehow
became Polhemus’s problem.

And it couldn’t have happened at a worse
time: The DLNR is being sued for violating
the Hawai‘i Environmental Policy Act (Chap-
ter 343, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes), the DAR’s
list exempting certain actions from environ-
mental review is more than 30 years old and
was developed for an agency that no longer
exists, and the state Environmental Council’s

East Honolulu’s Maunalua Bay
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Under ordinary circumstances, the
state Division of Aquatic Resources

might have enthusiastically welcomed the
federally funded private initiative to remove
thousands of tons of invasive algae from
Maunalua Bay.

Instead, permitting for the dream project
turned into a nightmare. Bureaucratic
failures long preceding the arrival of Dan
Polhemus as administrator of DAR, a history
of rancor between Polhemus and his boss,
Department of Land and Natural Resources
administrator Laura Thielen, a lawsuit over
DAR’s permits for the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands and a potential lawsuit
over use of a wildlife sanctuary as a staging
area for the “Great Huki,” and an
Environmental Council on strike – all this
and more contributed to a cascade of events
leading ultimately to Polhemus’s firing.

Teresa Dawson’s cover this month
exemplifies the kind of serious, in-depth
reporting Environment Hawai‘i has
undertaken since its inception. With this
issue, we complete two decades of
continuous publication. No parties are
planned, but we do welcome gifts.
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the land, and 1892,” the group says in a report on
the trail’s history.

The state agrees. In 2000, an abstract by the
Department of Land and Natural Resources’
Na Ala Hele program concluded, “The govern-
ment has not relinquished its interest in the
subject trail.”

The ranch does not. It claims that when it
acquired the land, there was no encumbrance
for any trail or public right of way. In 2007, it
suggested that members of the public wanting
to use the trail might be given limited access
“through an occasional scheduled hike that
would be guided and managed by ranch staff.”
A draft agreement was worked out between the
state and the ranch in 2008, but PATH objected.
Among other things, wrote attorney Tom Pierce,
representing PATH, the agreement “only con-
templates that a total of 50 people per year may
possibly, but not for certain, be given the oppor-
tunity to hike some part of the” trail.

Forest Overhaul:     Hui Ku Maoli Ola, LLC,
once just a small, but popular, native plant
nursery in Waimanalo, now has a 10-year state
forest stewardship contract to restore 30 acres of
mixed, non-native forest on Kamehameha
Schools land in the Agriculture District of east
O‘ahu. The $873,100 project will be funded
with $408,150 from the state forest stewardship
program and $464,950 from Hui Ku Maoli Ola.

Alien species, including some invasive spe-
cies, account for 98 percent of the property’s
vegetation. Working in two- to six-acre incre-
ments, the company, with assistance from a
long list of non-profit organizations and schools,
plans to remove alien species and “complete a

◆

Quote of the Month
“The Chapter 343 issue

is still a hurdle that I’m not sure
we can resolve right now.”

— Wayne Tanaka,
DLNR Marine Fellow

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

top-to-bottom restoration by installing [native]
ground covers, shrubs and trees,” a report by the
Department of Land and Natural Resources’
Division of Forestry and Wildlife states. The
company also plans to build more than a mile of
trails to safely reach out-planting sites and for
maintenance, education and recreation.

“Groups will be led on informational/
educational tours by qualified individuals
trained on Hawai‘i’s environment and culture
by [owners] Matthew Schirman or Rick
Barboza,” the company’s proposal states.

According to Barboza, the project is different
from the usual forest stewardship project where
commodity-type trees are planted for harvest.

“It started because we have a lot of land that
we’re leasing [in Kane‘ohe]...The canopy is heavy
with non-native tress that prohibit ground cover
from growing and the runoff is really notice-
able,” he says. To foster ground cover growth
and control runoff, the company wanted to clear
non-native trees then use replanted natives as
stock plants.

“We’re the only [forest stewardship] awardees
actually going to be out-planting strictly na-
tives,” he says, adding that they’ll be planting
species that would typically be growing in that
watershed.

In addition to helping the environment and
providing nursery stock, the project will also be
a community resource, he adds. For example, he
says, “We’re going to make plants available for
hula halau...so they don’t have to impact [what’s
left in the wild]. In exchange, the halau will help
maintain the area.”

Community groups and schools will assist
with maintenance and planting. “All of the
clearing, the more dangerous work, will be left to
my crew,” he says.

Volunteers already assist with stream bank
and taro lo‘i restoration elsewhere on the prop-
erty, he says.

Although this is Hui Ku Maoli Ola’s first
forest stewardship contract, the company has
completed several restoration projects over the
years, including stream bank rehabilitation in
Waimanalo, waterbird habitat restoration at
Mokapu, and coastal restoration at Kalaeloa.
The company also propagated more than
150,000 native plants for the reforestation of
Johnston Atoll, according to its website.

A Trail Lost, and Found: Seventy-five years
ago, folks on Maui traveled a brand new road to
get to the summit of Haleakala. That highway,
improved substantially in the intervening years,
remains the route of choice for the thousands of
tourists and residents who each day visit the
spectacular sights that await at the crater rim and
beyond.

And what of the old trail? It fell out of use, but
still exists, and now some Maui residents are
clamoring to reopen it. The group Public Access
Trails Hawai‘i (PATH) notes that some of
Hawai‘i’s most famous visitors – among them
Mark Twain, Isabella Bird, Jack London –
followed the trail to the crater rim.

Under Hawai‘i law, the state owns all public
roads and trails that existed when the Highways
Act of 1892 took effect. “There is no direct
evidence that the Haleakala Ranch Company
erected a gate before 1915 or that they asserted
ownership between 1888, when HRC purchased
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What you are holding in your hands is
the 240th issue of Environment

Hawai‘i. It represents the completion of our
20th year of continuous publication.

Think of it. Twenty years, an entire gen-
eration, of grinding out a monthly newsletter.
Few publications make it that long and Teresa
Dawson and I are thrilled that, with your
support, we’ve come this far.

Environment Hawai‘i began as a response
to the dearth of serious environmental report-
ing in Hawai‘i’s newspapers. That lack, a
small crevasse in 1990, has widened into a
canyon today. The number of dedicated
environmental reporters at the state’s daily
newspapers can be counted on the fingers of
one maimed hand. The coverage given over
to environmental issues is limited mainly to
high-profile controversies (Honolulu rail, for
example), problems of wide concern
(Waimanalo Gulch, curbside recycling), and
rewrites of agency press releases.

Beat reporting is out the window, so far as
the environment is concerned, and investiga-
tive reporting of any kind is perched on the
ledge. As publishers pursue profits instead of
stories, articles that take time and experience
to develop are replaced by copy that is cheap.
Cheap, as experienced, top-union-scale re-
porters are pushed out the door and replaced
by newbies. Cheap, as copy editors, librar-
ians, and fact checkers disappear. Cheap, as
wire-service copy fills up more and more of a
shrinking news hole. Cheap, as agency press
releases are republished without so much as a
fact checked or source queried.

What is left?
Bloggers might take up some of the slack,

but there is simply no way that they can
replace what is disappearing. Environmental
coverage in the new online paper, “Civil
Beat,” is for now spotty and lacking in depth
– to say nothing of expensive.

We believe that journalism is an honorable
profession and that journalists play a vital role
in the functioning of democratic govern-
ment. A corollary to this is the belief that
fearless, independent environmental report-
ing is critical to the formation of sound public
policy on environmental issues. And for this
time and this place, Environment Hawai‘i is
the best environmental reporting available.

Achievements
Many readers are unaware of the impact that

On Completing Twenty Years

L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

our reporting has had on developments in the
state over the last two decades. For example,
we reported that Del Monte, with the com-
plicity of the state Department of Agricul-
ture, continued to use heptachlor on its pine-
apple fields long after the public had been led
to believe it had been banned. Within days of
our report, Del Monte announced it would
stop using the chemical and shipped its re-
maining stocks to a mainland site for disposal.

The state’s plans for a space launch facility
along a remote Ka‘u coast, in prime hawksbill
turtle habitat and just south of the Hawai‘i
Volcanoes National Park, were foiled when
we revealed that the “space czar” for the state
was also on the payroll of the same company
that had signed an agreement to develop the
site. No one within the Department of Busi-
ness, Economic Development and Tourism
was aware of the conflict, even though it was
hiding in plain sight in the many expense
receipts submitted by “czar” Thomas Hay-
ward, a retired Navy admiral.

Environment Hawai‘i alone provides regu-
lar coverage of the Natural Energy Labora-
tory of Hawai‘i Authority. Over the last few
years, our reporting has disclosed secret meet-
ings, dealings with a con artist, financial
outrages, and sheer incompetence on the part
of some of its top management.

There is the Board of Land and Natural
Resources. When we began covering this
important commission, it was routine for
board members and selected staff to conduct
a kind of dress rehearsal in secret on the eve of
scheduled meetings. No sooner was that prac-
tice ended (a result, we think, of our prying
questions) than the BLNR began to have
secret briefings. To be sure, notice was posted
on the bulletin board outside the meeting
room, and the board chairman insisted that
no one would be thrown out if they showed
up for the meeting, but no one was allowed to
speak at these gatherings except invited staff
and, occasionally, those with petitions before
the board. Our lawsuit to end these practices
resulted in a settlement, with the board agree-
ing to stop the illegal briefings, keep minutes
up to date (some were missing for years), and
otherwise follow the requirements of the
state’s Sunshine Law.

In fact, our coverage of the Land Board is
one of our signal achievements. Teresa
Dawson has greater knowledge of the board’s
history and actions than do many of the staff

and board members themselves. Her regular
“Board Talk” column has the depth and
thoroughness that make it required reading
for anyone who wants or needs to know what
is happening with the state’s forests, its shore-
lines, or public lands.

Then there is the Western Pacific Fishery
Management Council (Wespac), which we
have been covering since 1994, when
hookings of seabirds and endangered sea
turtles were shrugged off as the cost of doing
business, when prized bottomfish were being
pumped out of state waters in unsustainable,
unconscionable numbers, and when lobster
quotas for the Northwestern Hawaiian Is-
lands were set to please the fishers without
regard to scientific cautions.

Many of those problems have abated,
with our reports at times being instrumental
in their resolution. Yet Wespac continues to
climb the ladder of outrage to ever higher
heights, and you’ll get the best account of this
only from our pages. Other reporters may at
times sensationalize one or another aspect of
the council’s actions, but Environment
Hawai‘i provides sober, accurate, detailed
accounts of this agency. When it comes to
actions as outlandish as those of the council
and its director, to sensationalize is to gild the
lily. The facts are bad enough on their own.

Often, our research leads us down paths
that are rarely trod. One of our earliest
investigations, into the land dealings of
would-be Hawaiian Riviera Resort devel-
oper Charles Chidiac, took us deep into the
bowels of the Bureau of Conveyance. When
we came up for air, the resulting articles laid
bare the scheme he had engaged in as he
pumped his small initial investment into a
snowballing series of ever larger loans, with
sources ever more distant. None of the agen-
cies charged with investigating Chidiac’s
claims to the Land Use Commission came
close to connecting the dots in the way we
had done.

Our coverage of the obscure Agribusiness
Development Corporation led to a fascinat-
ing investigation of favoritism in the award of
leases of state land in the Kekaha, Kaua‘i,
area. Our investigation of the Fish and Wild-
life Service’s acquisition of land formerly a
part of the McCandless Ranch in South
Kona took us through thousands of pages of
court records and agency documents. We
alone reported the scandalous fact that after
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A thousand dollars
a day.

That’s roughly what
the state has been
spending for the last
eight years for rent on a
vacant one-acre lot at
Ma‘alaea Harbor, more
than double the origi-
nal lease rent of
$150,400 negotiated in
1994. The only offset
has been – as Environ-
ment Hawai‘i reported in 1996 – a piddling
few dollars the state got for allowing a sign to
be posted near the intersection leading from
the harbor to the stretch of condos along the
southern shore of the Maui isthmus and for
letting a construction company use it as a
staging area while building the Maui Ocean
Center.

All that might soon change, however,
according to Ed Underwood, administrator
of the Department of Land and Natural
Resources’ Division of Boating and Ocean
Recreation. The Coast Guard, which has a
presence at Ma‘alaea, might be interested in
using the property, he said. “We’re working
with Williams right now,” he added, refer-
ring to the lot’s owner, Don Williams, a
commercial real estate broker who paid $1.35
million for it just days before entering into
the lease with the state. “Things will be
happening pretty quickly now.”

No one at DOBOR will defend the lease
these days, but when the lease was signed, it
was a different story. Back then, DOBOR
administrator Dave Parsons said members of
the Maui legislative delegation were pressing
DOBOR hard to acquire the lease on behalf of
a fish company. The written record shows the
reverse: DOBOR and the DLNR, under pres-
sure from Governor Waihe‘e and Senator
Daniel Inouye’s office, were pushing the
Legislature to approve purchase of the land or
its acquisition through lease. (The Legisla-
ture did not approve, but the Board of Land
and Natural Resources did vote later to enter
into the lease. Ryther Barbin, attorney for
Williams who negotiated the deal, has been
the Maui liaison for Inouye for years.)

According to DOBOR property manager
Bill Andrews, the cumulative total of what
the state has paid to Williams came to about
$4.4 million as of mid-May.

payment of $8 million to the former owners,
the agency lacked overland access to what was
hoped to have been a refuge for the ‘‘‘‘‘alala,
now extinct in the wild.

Looking Forward
As much as we enjoy looking back over past
accomplishments, we are also excited about
the future. We are hoping to expand our
website and include more features. (Check it
out this month to read, for free, some of our
favorite past articles.) We also want desper-
ately to be able to help train a new generation
of journalists in the art of meticulous re-
search, punctilious attention to detail, and
sober, disinterested narrative that we feel is
central to our mission.

For this, we ask your ongoing support.
First, you can continue your subscription (or
if you are reading someone else’s copy, please
subscribe on your own). We will be changing
subscription rates in July to a three-tiered
scale: $65 for individuals, $100 for non-prof-
its and libraries, and $130 for corporations.
This, we hope, will be a small enough in-
crease so as to prevent the loss of many
readers, but enough so that we can cover
more of our very modest costs. (If the new
rates are too much for your thin wallet, please
call; we’ll work something out, I promise.)

Second, we would ask that you spread the
word. If you know someone who might be
interested in an article that we’ve published,
direct them to our website or call us and let us
send them a free sample copy and informa-
tion on our work.

Third, please don’t be shy about sharing
with us any leads you might have on possible
sources of grants or other funds to support
our work. We are always on the lookout for
ways in which we can continue to keep our
publication affordable; donations and grants
are keys to this effort.

Finally, contrary to all my mother’s teach-
ings on polite behavior, I would ask you to
consider making a one-time 20th anniversary
gift to Environment Hawai‘i. It can be any
amount, large or small. You can call it in,
donate online, or send us a check. As much as
we need the support, we also need to know
that you have our back.

Times are hard for many of us. Environ-
ment Hawai‘i has certainly seen the effects of
the economic downturn firsthand. Still, we
are determined to keep doing the work that
we love, the work that we find fulfilling, and
the work we feel is vital to the state’s environ-
mental health, for as long as we can. Twenty
years is a remarkable record, to be sure, but
the need continues. As long as it exists, we
want Environment Hawai‘i to be around as
well.                         — Patricia Tummons

W H A T E V E R  H A P P E N E D  T O . . .

DOBOR’s Lease of Land at Ma‘alaea?

The lot the state leases at Ma‘alaea Harbor is still
vacant and unused, sixteen years after the lease took
effect. (Environment Hawai‘i file photo.)

At the time the lease
was signed, an ap-
praisal paid for by the
state put the value of
the land at $1.66 mil-
lion, while Williams’s
appraiser established
the value at $2.1 mil-
lion. Originally, the
state had inserted an
option to cancel into
the lease, but Williams
objected. The state did

get an option to purchase the land, but that
expired after five years – on August 31, 1999.

In the years since the lease was signed, the
Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation
has come up with a series of ideas for how the
land could be put to use, thus bringing in
some income to offset the huge expense.
Under lease terms, Williams must give his
written consent in advance for any sublease
of the property.

In 2000 and 2001, the state attempted to
purchase the land and Governor Benjamin
Cayetano signed off on the release of up to
$2.5 million to finance the purchase. Will-
iams was not a willing seller, however. And in
2002, the lease rent jumped from $297,000
a year (plus excise tax) to $350,000 (plus tax).
In 2003, the state was considering ways to
acquire the land through condemnation.
That effort came to naught.

The lease expires in 2024. Unless the lease
is broken, there is no prospect that the rent
paid by the state will ever be lower than it is
now. At $1,000 a day from here on out, that
comes to an additional $6 million that the
state will be paying Williams for the use – or
lack of it – of this parcel.

Money to pay for the lease rent comes
from the Boating Special Fund, which gets
its revenue from the fees paid by tenants and
users of the small boat harbors across the
state. It is the same fund that pays for im-
provements and infrastructure at the harbors
managed by DOBOR.

(For more on this intriguing story, in-
cluding the involvement of the Church of
Scientology and details on the lopsided na-
ture of the lease, check out our website,
www.environment-hawaii.org. A link for
free access to the 1996 articles we published is
available in our EH-Xtra column. An update
was published in January 2004.)      — P.T.
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decision last August to go on strike has pre-
vented all state and county agencies, includ-
ing DAR, from updating those exemption
lists.

With regard to the Maunalua Bay project,
DAR tried to claim that it qualified for an
exemption, but the DLNR failed to back that
position. In the end, TNC amended its project
so it wouldn’t require a Special Activity Per-
mit from DAR, and therefore, would not
trigger Chapter 343. It also moved the project’s
staging area to an area that would not affect
the residents of Paiko Drive. Pono Pacific’s
workers started pulling algae full-time on
March 15.

Expedited Review
One might argue that the Special Activity
Permit (SAP) initially issued by DAR for the
Maunalua Bay project should have gone to
the Board of Land and Natural Resources for
approval. A few years ago, according to state
documents, “a major change occurred where
the chairperson instructed the division to

begin to seek board approval of SAPs, instead
of the previous practice of delegation of all
SAPs to the chairperson for approval; the
chairperson would still sign all SAPSs but SAPs
must be board approved first.”

At its October 24, 2008, meeting, the Land
Board authorized its chair, Thielen, to ap-
prove SAPs for “relatively minor, non-de-
structive” activities, including the collection
of 10 or fewer specimens of aquatic life for
classroom aquaria, the use of no more than
five hand-held small-meshed nets or traps to
take unregulated species, exemptions regard-
ing scientific research vessels, certain peren-
nial scientific collection permits, and the take
of federally listed species for scientific or en-
hancement purposes.

SAPs for activities not addressed by the
board’s action did not necessarily require
board approval, but in its submittal to the
board, DAR stated, “The department may
still wish to bring certain permit applications
before the board for review and decision in
cases where the requests are complex and that
may benefit from the entire board’s review.”

In this case, not only did the project fall
outside those actions approved for delegation
by the board, it also had the potential to
impact live rock and coral, an issue the depart-
ment and the Land Board has struggled to
address over the past couple of years. At-

Maunalua Bay Algae from page 1
tempts by DAR to adopt a policy governing
activities that impact coral and live rock have
been repeatedly proposed to the board, then
deferred or withdrawn pending further legal
review. Even so, DAR chose to issue the
Maunalua Bay permit administratively.

The permit application, couched as one
involving scientific collecting, came to DAR
on January 27. Submitted by John Leong of
Pono Pacific Land Management, LLC, the
application sought permission to remove alien
algae from Maunalua Bay from about Febru-
ary 2010 to February 2011 (despite the fact that
DAR permitting procedures require applica-
tions to be submitted 45 days before field
activities are expected to commence).

“The alien algae, primarily Avrainvillea
amadelpha (leather mudweed), have been
invading the bay since the 1980s and has
resulted in a severe loss of coral and marine life
in the near shore waters. The removal of the
alien algae will allow native algae to flourish
once again and improve water circulation,
which is intended to allow marine life and
coral to thrive,” Leong wrote.

The project targeted three alien algae spe-

cies: Avrainvillea amadelpha, Acanthophora
spicifera, and Gracilaria salicornia. All would
be pulled from the bay by hand, bagged in
potato sacks, and kayaked to shore. Pono
Pacific planned to send the algae to a green
waste disposal site, City and County disposal
sites, farmer compost piles, and/or fertilizer
producers, provided that no algae would re-
turn to the ocean or other aquatic areas.

In June 2009. the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration announced that
TNC and the community group Malama
Maunalua’s invasive algae removal project
would receive $3.4 million in support from the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
The project, which would target 22 acres of
the most affected areas of the bay, was ex-
pected to create 73 new jobs, mostly full-time,
for 14 months.

According to a January 27 email to DAR
permit coordinator Alton Miyasaka from
Pono Pacific project manager Luke Estes, the
project was scheduled to start March 1.

Miyasaka immediately asked DAR invasive
species specialists to comment on the applica-
tion. In emailed responses, they raised a num-
ber of concerns. Regarding the application’s
mention of saving coral, one wrote, “bunch of
crap, but since they said it, what are their
mitigative measures to minimize additional
impact to coral.... Live rock will be a bycatch,

so how do they deal with this issue?”
On February 9, based on their suggestions,

Miyasaka asked Estes to describe the exact
algae disposal locations and include a list of all
staff to be covered under the permit. He also
asked whether the state Department of Health
had been consulted regarding turbidity and
what the company’s mitigation measures were
for possible damage to or take of live corals
and live rock during algae removal.

On February 11, after the DAR group met
to further discuss the application, Miyasaka
explained to Estes that his agency was most
concerned with the possible spread of alien
algae and that it would be limiting the algae
disposal sites to two that Estes had mentioned
in a previous email, Hawaiian Earth Products
and The Green Machine. He recommended
that Pono Pacific submit a Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Points-like plan
[HACCP is used in the management of food
safety] to describe protocols for preventing
the introduction of alien algae to other sites
through equipment cleaning or other mea-
sures.

Miyasaka also asked what protocols would
be used to remove algae from sensitive areas in
the bay, such as sea grass beds, and he required
a mitigation plan for handling coral or live
rock takes.

“How will you minimize such takes, what
will you do with the coral or rock pieces that
are incidentally taken, how will you dispose
of/return these takes? If you have some esti-
mate of the amount of corals or live rocks that
will be taken, we would need this to write into
the permit,” he wrote. He added, “[T]here is
a larger risk from potential negative impacts
due to the scale of this project, and we are
reviewing our requirements for alien algae
projects in general due to the numbers of such
projects coming before us.” (Volunteer clean-
ups of Maunalua Bay, organized by Malama
Maunalua, have occurred at a much smaller
scale over the years. Volunteers removed
roughly 100 tons of mudweed between early
2007 and the end of 2009, the group’s website
states.)

“Lastly, we note in your application that
you mentioned that the project is intended to
allow marine life and coral to thrive. We
would be especially interested in seeing how
the plan addresses minimizing disturbances
to live corals,” Miyasaka wrote.

Estes provided an initial response on Feb-
ruary 11. Regarding impacts to rocks and
corals, he wrote that the crew would remove
coral, rocks, or shells from the algae before
bagging it.

“In addition, damage to coral or the reef
from walking will be minimal as there are very
little live coral areas within this reef system,”

“If there are vocal critics, we will be dragged
into a 343 argument. How solid is the ground
on an exemption?”    — Tony Montgomery, DAR
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he continued. “The large majority of the
bottom is rubble, sand or the alien algae. Also,
walking paths throughout the area will be
identified and cleared to direct the workers to
specific lanes to reduce the likelihood of
damaging live reef or coral areas.”

Estes submitted a more thorough re-
sponse, including the requested plans, on
February 22, and thanked Miyasaka for expe-
diting the permit’s review.

Exempt or Not?
Pono Pacific’s response raised concerns with
DAR alien species expert Tony Montgom-
ery. Among other things, he questioned
whether the project was exempt from Chap-
ter 343, with or without a SAP.

“If there are vocal critics, we will be dragged
into a 343 argument. How solid is the ground
on an exemption? I’ll try to look over it more
later. Maybe we should ask them how they
are going to save the corals when they are
‘non-existent.’ Nah, just joking,” he wrote in
a February 22 email to Miyasaka.

Miyasaka wrote back minutes later: “The
project would not be exempt from 343 even
with our permit. It’s up to the applicant to be
sure they’re compliant with 343, not us, al-
though some might argue....Our position
has been that we intend to be 343 compliant.
Right now, it’s unclear what those require-
ments are. In my mind, there’s a clear distinc-
tion between 343 requirements on us (DLNR/
DAR) as the permit processor vs. the projects
the applicants are proposing and the impacts
they might have.”

Coincidentally, one of those “vocal crit-
ics” had written a letter to Pono Pacific’s
Leong and to Thielen that very same day.
Saikley, writing on behalf of fellow Paiko
Drive residents Susan Childs, Beti Suetsugu,
and Quintin Uy as well as himself, expressed
their concern over the environmental effect
the project might have on the bay itself and
on the Paiko Lagoon Wildlife Sanctuary. (In
2006, the DLNR attempted to fine Saikley
several thousand dollars for storing equip-
ment, stockpiling dirt, and landscaping in
the sanctuary.)

“The first question is whether there has
been an environmental impact statement
[EIS] prepared in advance of this project that
will outline any adverse effects to the environ-
ment that may be caused by the removal of
the invasive species, as well as the constant
daily foot traffic of the 50 member team over
a period of twelve months,” he wrote. “The
potential for damage does not end there. The
current plan calls for there to be a staging area
within the boundaries of the sanctuary. Thus,
the next question is whether the multiple van
and truck trips through the sanctuary, in

addition to the noise and presence of the 50
member team, will have a negative effect on
the water fowl the sanctuary was created to
protect. Further, the staging area is located on
the already eroding road of the sanctuary.
This raises the third question of whether there
has been any investigation as to how to pre-
vent, or at the very least, mitigate any further
erosion of the road.”

Saikley’s second concern was the potential
erosion and dust damage to the private prop-
erty through which Pono Pacific has to cross
to get to the sanctuary. He also worried about
the noise, the smell of rotting algae, and
“safety concerns that accompany bringing 50
strangers onto private property.”

He suggested moving the staging area to
the Maunalua boat ramp or Kuliouou Beach
Park and asked for a copy of the project’s EIS
and all associated permits.

While he preferred to resolve matters face-
to-face, Saikley wrote, “if the situation re-
quires, we will not hesitate to take legal ac-
tion.” He added that he wanted a response by
noon on Friday, February 26.

Apparently unaware of Saikley’s letter,
Miyasaka notified Estes on February 24 that
the SAP was ready to be signed. “Please note
that the permit does not exempt you from the
need to be Chapter 343 compliant,” he wrote.
On February 26, DLNR deputy director Ken
Kawahara, signing for Thielen, approved the
permit, which had an effective date of March
1. But at about 1 p.m. that day, Thielen asked
Polhemus via email to take the lead on a short
response to Saikley for her signature.

She then asked Polhemus, Sam Lemmo of
the Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands,
and Paul Conry of the Division of Forestry
and Wildlife to let her know whether any
permits were needed, if they had been finally
approved, and if any EIS was needed.

Finally, she wrote, “I’m asking this infor-
mation be sent to Dan to consolidate, and
Dan, talk to the AG [rest of sentence re-
dacted].”

A letter to Saikley went out that day,
thanking him for his concerns and urging him
to discuss them directly with TNC and Pono
Pacific. Thielen added that the department
would respond to his other questions once it
had time to gather information.

Crunch Time
For some divisions, responding to the Chap-
ter 343 question was easy. DOFAW had issued
Pono Pacific an entry permit for Paiko La-

goon on February 2. According to a March 2
email from Conry to DLNR staff, DOFAW
issued the permit on the condition that Pono
Pacific not block access to Saikley’s property
and that it remove invasive algae from Paiko
Lagoon, “and remove weeds and invasives in
the wildlife sanctuary area they are staging
from, and replant with native species.”
DOFAW’s exemption list provides for activi-
ties in sanctuaries that seem to cover the
activities described in its permit to Pono
Pacific.

For DAR, responding to Thielen’s request
turned into a nightmare. Despite his earlier
exchange with Montgomery regarding the
EA/EIS issue, Miyasaka sought advice from
deputy attorney general Colin Lau about the
DLNR’s permits for the project. On March 2,
Pohemus wrote Miyasaka, “The sooner we
can get a synopsis back to the chair, the better.

TNC is also a bit nervous here, and keeps
calling me to check progress.”

On the evening of March 3, Saikley met
with TNC and Pono Pacific representatives to
resolve matters, to no avail. On March 6,
Saikley sent an email to TNC director Suzanne
Case and Pono Pacific’s Leong (copied to
Thielen and state Rep. Lyla Berg, among
others), basically restating his original con-
cerns. Now aware that no environmental
review had been done for the project, Saikley
also recommended that TNC and Pono Pa-
cific provide better proof that the project
would not cause erosion, procure a bond and
insurance for at least $30 million to cover any
damages, and move the staging area to a “less
vulnerable” location.

Case responded in a letter the same day,
promising, among other things, to deposit
TNC’s fair share of funds for any road
remediation into an escrow account and to
keep looking for alternative staging sites or
other ways to minimize impacts to Paiko
Drive and the sanctuary.

Monday morning, March 8, Thielen
pressed Polhemus to prepare a response to
Saikley by close of business Tuesday.
Polhemus responded that his division had
consulted with Colin Lau on the matter. The
bulk of that email was redacted. By that
afternoon, Saikley had turned up the heat. In
an email to Case, Saikley proposed a resolu-
tion: Move the staging area to the public right
of way between 216 and 218 Paiko Drive and
the adjacent beach and grassy area makai of a
vacant lot on Paiko Drive, or to some other
public area.

“The sooner we can get a synopsis back to
the chair, the better.”          — Dan Polhemus
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“[T]hat would allay most of our concerns
which we have addressed previously. The
advantage to you is that you could begin your
project immediately; you would not be re-
sponsible for damage and repair to the pri-
vately owned portion of Paiko Drive or to the
sanctuary embankment and driveway; you
would not need bonding and insurance, as we
requested; and you would not need environ-
mental studies, as we requested. The other
advantage to you is that we will not proceed as
planned to obtain a temporary court injunc-
tion to stop your project for an indefinite time
until environmental studies are performed,
which may place your project’s federal grant
in jeopardy. We hope this resolution meets
with your satisfaction and does not impact
negatively on your plans,” he wrote.

At 5 p.m. March 8, Polhemus sent a draft
response to Thielen. It said, simply, that,
based on analyses by the attorney general’s
office, DOFAW, DAR, and OCCL, “we do not
believe that the environmental assessment
requirements of Chapter 343, HRS, are trig-
gered for the proposed activities in the sanctu-
ary. In addition, we have determined that
department permitting requirements will not
prevent the implementation of the proposed
activities as planned.”

At 8 p.m. that evening, Thielen pointed
out to Polhemus that Saikley’s concerns
weren’t limited to activities in the sanctuary,
but also addressed the “removal of algae in the
bay, which is state waters, submerged land
and Conservation District.”

She noted that Conservation District rules
don’t require a permit for removing invasive
species of a certain size, and that DOFAW also
seemed covered.

“I had asked DAR to compile the responses
into one letter because DAR has the outstand-
ing lawsuit relating to Chapter 343, and there-
fore you needed to ensure the wording of the
response didn’t run awry of our defense in
that suit,” she wrote, referring to a lawsuit
filed last year in 1st Circuit Court by KAHEA:
the Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance alleg-
ing the DLNR has been processing permits for
activities in the Northwestern Hawaiian Is-
lands in violation of Chapter 343.

Finally, Thielen instructed Polhemus to
incorporate the OCCL’s and DOFAW’s re-
sponses into the letter and to “make sure it is
not limited to the sanctuary.”

At about 9:30 p.m., DLNR land deputy
director Russell Tsuji informed Polhemus
that he wanted to “see exactly who approved
what at AGs” before the letter went out. Tsuji
also recommended that Polhemus sign the
letter.

On March 9, efforts to exempt the project
from environmental review seemed to have

hit a snag. Shortly after Polhemus directed
Miyasaka and Marine Fellow Wayne Tanaka
to modify the draft letter to Saikley “per chair’s
instructions,” Lau, the deputy AG, sent a long
email to Polhemus. (The copy obtained by
Environment Hawai‘i was entirely redacted.)
Thielen sent another (largely redacted) email
to Lau regarding Polhemus’s consultation with
Lau. And that afternoon, Tanaka informed
Polhemus that “[t]he Chapter 343 issue is still
a hurdle that I’m not sure we can resolve right
now.... An EA with a FONSI [finding of no
significant impact] would probably suffice,
but I’m not sure if we have the time or funds.
We may also have conflicts of interest that
would require OEQC [state Office of Environ-
mental Quality Control] consultation. I’m
not sure what we have represented to Pono
Pacific, but we could possibly ask them to assist
us in conducting the EA. If a full EIS is re-
quired, it appears that Pono Pacific (as the
applicant) would be required to prepare the
draft and final statements for approval.”

By close of business Tuesday, Thielen’s
deadline, it appears the department had failed
to resolve the matter.

Polhemus tried that evening to explain to
Thielen the reasoning behind his draft re-
sponse letter to Saikley. Among other things,
he wrote in an email, Miyasaka told him he
thought that the DAR SAP did not trigger
Chapter 343. About a year ago, DAR, con-
cerned about Chapter 343 compliance regard-
ing its NWHI permits, decided to draft a new
list of exemptions, a process that has been
hampered by the fact that the state Environ-
mental Council, which approves all exemp-
tion lists, stopped meeting last summer to
protest the Lingle administration’s lack of
support. Without a new list, the division has
had to rely on a January 1976 list approved for
its predecessor agency, the Division of Fish
and Game.

“DAR maintains that its exemption class 6.2
covers the invasive algae removal,” he wrote to
Thielen, referring to the Division of Fish and
Game list. Exemption class 6, item 2 covers
administrative, clerical, and bookkeeping ac-
tivities necessary to carry out the division’s
functions.

“This provision is intended to cover those
normal, everyday activities carried out by the
agency. The division normally issues licenses
and permits as part of its management respon-
sibilities. The administrative function of pro-
cessing licenses would fall under this exemp-
tion,” he wrote.

“Department of Health administrative rules
also provide for more general exemptions un-
der Section 11-200-8(a)(4), HAR, Minor alter-
ation in the conditions of land, water, or
vegetation; and section 11-200-8(a)(5), Basic

data collection, research, experimental man-
agement, and resource evaluation activities
which do not result in a serious or major
disturbance to an environmental resource.
Under these two provisions, the removal of
alien algae (vegetation) and the resource evalu-
ation activities, which would include the evalu-
ation of permits, would also fall under this
broad exemption... We do not believe that the
removal of this noxious seaweed would result
in a serious or major disturbance.

He wrote that his division had concluded
that “the activities involved in this project do
not require an EA.” However, he added, an
updated exemption list would have provided
“additional clarity”.

Thielen’s response is unknown, as Envi-
ronment Hawai‘i’s copy of her 7:11 p.m. email
to Polhemus and deputy attorney general
Donna Kalama is completely redacted.
Thielen did not respond to our questions
about Maunalua Bay, exemption lists, and
coral/live rock issues by press time.

Aftermath
Thielen’s efforts to find out who told what to
whom regarding the preparation of the letter
to Saikley dominated the next day’s email
communications. Except for one letter, Envi-
ronment Hawai‘i obtained no correspondence
dated after March 10. According to Saikley,
the DLNR never sent him a letter. Instead,
Pono Pacific moved its staging area to a private
property that has public access. “They were
very nice about it,” he said.

Things at the DLNR weren’t as amicably
resolved. On March 24, The Honolulu Ad-
vertiser and West Hawai‘i Today reported
that Thielen had fired Polhemus on March 19.
(He quickly found a new job with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.) Polhemus says
Thielen’s stated reason for firing him was his
handling of the Maunalua Bay project, in
particular, his communications, or lack
thereof, with Lau, who had some last-minute
concerns about the project. Polhemus notes

Gracilaria salicornia, a regulated marine algae, is no
longer a target species of “The Great Huki”.
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Ever since the state Environmental Coun-
cil decided last August to stop meeting

until the Lingle administration provided the
funding and manpower necessary for the coun-
cil to function properly, several government
agencies have been stuck awaiting approval of
revisions to their exemption lists.

 Under the Hawai‘i Environmental Policy
Act, actions that propose to use state or county
lands or funds, the Conservation District,
shoreline areas, or historic sites, among other
things, trigger an environmental review unless
those actions are covered by an exemption
included in a list approved by the state Envi-
ronmental Council. Under the council’s rules,
agencies are required to develop their own lists
of specific types of actions that fall within
eleven general classes of exempt activities.

Last year, after four of the council’s 15
members resigned citing poor treatment by
the administration (see the June 2009 issue of
Environment Hawai‘i), council chair Gail
Grabowsky announced in August that the
council would not meet again until the ad-
ministration met several conditions: adequate
travel funding for neighbor island council
members; adequate staffing for its support

that the time he was given to prepare a second
response to Saikley “was very tight.”

Insight into what happened after March
10, as well as the DLNR’s final position on
Chapter 343 compliance, can be found in an
April 14 letter from Thielen to Case. The
letter, Thielen wrote, was a follow-up to
consultations between the DLNR and TNC
in March regarding permit requirements for
the Maunalua Bay project, “specifically, on
clarification of project activities and whether
the proposed activities for removal of three
types of marine algae from nearshore waters
of Maunalua Bay required permits, and were
in compliance with environmental review
requirements under Chapter 343, HRS.”

According to the letter, based on discus-
sions with the DLNR on permit requirements
and compliance with Chapter 343, TNC re-
vised its project and requested a revision in the
permits issued.

“[I]t is my understanding that you intend
to revise project activities to: 1) not include the
removal of the regulated seaweed Gracilaria
salicornia or any other regulated marine spe-
cies, as a component of the project; and 2)

restrict the removal of unregulated algae species
Avrainvillea amadelpha and Acanthophora
spicifera to unattached algae or algae anchored
in mud, sediment, or consolidated substrates
where there is no live rock or coral in the
substrate. This revision would thus avoid the
take or removal of live rock which is prohibited
by 13-94-71 HAR, and take of the regulated
marine seaweed. Consequently, these revised
project activities would not require a permit
from Division of Aquatic Resources. Accord-
ingly, DAR is withdrawing the approved Spe-
cial Activity Permit No. 2010-46 to Pono Pa-
cific, because there will be no removal or take of
regulated species, and the remaining planned
activities do not require a permit from DAR.

“Also, the DOFAW permit for staging and
removal activities at Paiko Lagoon needed to be
revised to comply with new sanctuary admin-
istrative rules and document compliance with
environmental review requirements,” she
wrote.

Case says that the decision not to remove
Gracilaria salicornia does not greatly impact
the overall project. “That one is just in a small
area and is a distinct population and we just

Proposed Exemption Lists Languish
As Environmental Council Strike Continues

agency, the Office of Environmental Quality
Control; funding for an annual report; and the
appointment of new council members to fill all
vacancies. To date, none of the council vacan-
cies has been filled. During the last legislative
session, the only recommendation the admin-
istration made regarding the council’s mem-
bers was to appoint current member Peter
Cooper to another four-year term.

According to OEQC planner Rebecca
Alakai, proposed amendments to the exemp-
tion lists of several government agencies sit in
limbo at her office, including those for the state
Agribusiness Development Corporation
(which operates O‘ahu’s Waiahole irrigation
ditch and Kaua‘i’s Kekaha irrigation system),
the state Department of Accounting and Gen-
eral Services, the Kaua‘i Transportation
Agency, and the City and County of
Honolulu’s Department of Facility Mainte-
nance and Department of Transportation Ser-
vices. The state Department of Land and
Natural Resources has not yet submitted any-
thing, but, Alakai says, she is aware that the
department is preparing new lists to cover a
number of its divisions, including the Division
of Aquatic Resources.

ADC director Alfredo Lee says his agency
would like to revise its 2003 list to cover certain
land projects in the works. He said the Envi-
ronmental Council had suggested changes a
year or so ago to the ADC’s proposed exemp-
tion list revisions, but then stopped meeting
before the list could be approved. Since then,
Lee says, the ADC has just gone ahead with
environmental assessments, but “we still want
things a little clearer.”

Grabowsky, whose council term expires at
the end of this month, says she is aware that
some agencies are waiting for their lists to be
approved. “When we stopped meeting in July
2009, nothing urgent was pending,” she says,
adding that she hasn’t been alerted to any new
urgent requests.

“We always thought that would be one of
the pressures to bring us back,” but so far it
hasn’t, Grabowsky says.

The recent Supreme Court decision forc-
ing Kuilima Resort Company to revise the
Turtle Bay Resort expansion’s environmental
impact statement to reflect current conditions
may put even more pressure on the adminis-
tration to meet the council’s needs, she says.

“Agencies with old EISs may want the
council to develop rules on shelf life,” she says.
She added it’s something developers might
want, as well.

For now, though, it doesn’t appear the
council has plans to meet anytime soon.

— T.D.— T.D.— T.D.— T.D.— T.D.

held off on that,” she says.
When asked whether there was ever any

discussion within TNC or with Pono Pacific
about whether the project required a Chapter
343 review, Case said that there’s no need for
an EA/EIS because the two species being taken
are not regulated and are not in an area
affecting any live corals. “We’re just taking
weeds out of the area,” she says.

Meanwhile at the DLNR, according to
DLNR and state Office of Environmental
Quality Control staff, the department is still
working on a policy regarding the take of live
rock and coral, as well as revised exemption
lists for several divisions.

Polhemus says that a revised list for DAR
has been ready for Environmental Council
approval for some time, but was not submit-
ted before the council stopped meeting last
August. He adds that he still does not believe
the algae removal project would have required
an environmental assessment, despite TNC’s
later amendments to ensure that it doesn’t. He
views their actions as simply cautionary.

“Discretion is the better part of valor,” he
says.                                  — Teresa Dawson— Teresa Dawson— Teresa Dawson— Teresa Dawson— Teresa Dawson
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Office of Planning: ‘Aina Le‘a Project
Has Not Met, Cannot Meet LUC Deadlines

March 31 was the deadline for developers
of the Villages of ‘Aina Le‘a project to

complete 16 units of affordable housing on
their 1,000-acre site near Puako, Hawai‘i. The
deadline was imposed last summer when the
Land Use Commission, weary of unfulfilled
promises by past developers to move forward
with work on the land, decided to give a new
team a short rope to prove itself, rescinding its
earlier vote to have the land revert to the
Agriculture District. The team, DW ‘Aina
Le‘a, LLC (DWAL), was taking over from
Bridge ‘Aina Le‘a, which itself was successor
to three other companies that had taken a stab
at developing the land since it was first placed
in the Urban land use district, back in 1989.

So did they make the deadline?
Well, that depends on how you define

“complete.” At a site visit last month, three
commissioners, several employees of the LUC
and Office of Planning, and a handful of

future buildings. In other words, less than 10
percent of the buildings that must be com-
pleted by the November deadline were verti-
cal as of early May.

What of the two buildings that were nomi-
nally complete as of early May?

The water supply was trucked in. The
wastewater went into a temporary septic sys-
tem. The access road was gravel and the
intersection with Queen Ka‘ahumanu High-
way was still lacking the improvements that
were a condition of the redistricting.

Even before the site visit, Office of Plan-
ning director Abbey Seth Mayer detailed a
long list of reasons the LUC should revisit its
decision not to have the land revert to Agri-
culture. On May 4, in a memo to LUC
administrator Dan Davidson, Mayer listed
his concerns, summarized below:

No No No No No EISEISEISEISEIS::::: While the Hawai‘i County plan-
ning director stated in a March 31 status

possible to meet the November deadline,
Mayer continued. Required improvements
to the Queen Ka‘ahumanu intersection are
contingent on a completed EIS, he wrote.
Contrary to the county’s assurances to Fuke
that no EIS would be required for work at the
intersection, Brennan Morioka, director of
the state Department of Transportation, in-
formed Mayer in March of this year that
DWAL “has not met the environmental re-
view requirements for connection to Queen
Ka‘ahumanu Highway.”

“With all due respect to the County of
Hawai‘i Department of Planning,” Morioka
continued, “the exemption from Chapter 343
in Act 87, 2009, Session Laws of Hawai‘i,
applies to cases in which no discretionary
decision is required for the primary action…
[A] discretionary decision [in this case] was
required to be made by the Land Use Com-
mission.” Although DWAL had submitted
plans for the improvements, Morioka said,
because of the lack of an EIS, “the plans and
designs are not approvable at this time.”

No Sewage Treatment Plant:No Sewage Treatment Plant:No Sewage Treatment Plant:No Sewage Treatment Plant:No Sewage Treatment Plant: Construc-
tion of a treatment plant to handle wastewa-
ter from the affordable units also is contin-

members of the public toured the area where
DWAL was building its “affordable” units in
the southeastern corner of the parcel (the
corner nearest to the village of Waikoloa).
Under terms of the redistricting decision, 385
units priced to be affordable in the County of
Hawai‘i have to be ready for occupancy by
November 10, 2010. DWAL has indicated
the affordable units will be included in the
423 apartments (in 54 separate buildings) that
are to be erected in the southeastern portion
of the project.

As of May 5, the date of the site visit, one
building had been mostly completed with a
furnished model unit being used to market
“reservations” to potential buyers. (A poster
indicated that a three-bedroom, two-bath
unit would cost $319,600.) Four additional
buildings were in various stages of work and
several more pads had been prepared for

report on the project that she had received a
draft Environmental Impact Statement from
DWAL, Mayer noted, “the document is not
officially filed or … submitted to the Office of
Environmental Quality Control.” In any case,
he wrote, ‘Aina Le‘a’s consultant Sidney Fuke
“testified that the draft EIS would be com-
pleted in mid-November 2009” and Robert
Wessels, one of the principals of DW ‘Aina
Le‘a, had testified it would be completed in
December 2009 or January 2010. “Accord-
ingly, regardless of which date is used,” Mayer
wrote, “the petitioner is already behind sched-
ule on this aspect of the development.” (No-
tice of availability of a draft EIS was published
in the Office of Environmental Quality
Control’s “Environmental Notice” on May
23.)

No Intersection Improvements: No Intersection Improvements: No Intersection Improvements: No Intersection Improvements: No Intersection Improvements: Delays in
processing the EIS would make it nearly im-

gent on preparation of an EIS, according to
Larry Lau, deputy director of the Department
of Health. Lau, responding to an inquiry
from Mayer, stated in a memo of April 12 that
DWAL “has not met the environmental re-
view requirements for an approval to con-
struct a wastewater facility,” although pre-
liminary plans had been submitted. At
minimum, he wrote, an environmental as-
sessment is required “for the proposal of any
wastewater treatment unit, except an indi-
vidual wastewater system or wastewater treat-
ment unit serving fewer than fifty single-
family dwellings.”

Fuke himself had informed the LUC that
processing an EIS, from initial draft to accep-
tance of a final document, took anywhere
from three to 12 months, with an average of
six. Even supposing that a draft EIS could be
made public by the first of June, Mayer wrote,

Left to right: An artist’s rendering of a completed structure for Villages of ‘Aina Le‘a; an unfinished building at the ‘Aina Le‘a site;  the ‘Aina Le‘a construction site.
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and approved in Fuke’s best-case estimate of
three months, “the petitioner will have only
two and a half months” to get permits and
construct the sewage treatment plant, to im-
prove the intersection, and to finish all other
infrastructure and vertical construction not
yet completed.

What’s more, there seems to be a problem
with the existing temporary wastewater sys-
tem as well. According to one DWAL em-
ployee, the county approved installation of
the system, which serves or is intended to
serve 16 units (two buildings). Yet the county
does not have authority to issue such approv-

als. The DOH’s Lau said his staff had been
investigating this. “The Department of
Health did not authorize this,” he told Envi-
ronment Hawai‘i. “Typically, our rules,
[Hawai‘i Administrative Rules] 11-62 Waste-
water Systems, require people get a depart-
mental permit” for everything from septic
systems for single-family homes all the way
up to multi-million dollar plants, he noted.
At the conclusion of his investigation, “we
will take appropriate action,” he said.

Affordable Housing Cluster:Affordable Housing Cluster:Affordable Housing Cluster:Affordable Housing Cluster:Affordable Housing Cluster: Mayer ques-
tioned the relocation of affordable housing
into one small corner of the overall develop-
ment site. In 2005, he wrote, the petitioner –
then Bridge ‘Aina Le‘a – represented “that the
required affordable units would be spread out
and integrated within the greater ‘Aina Le‘a
community, with all rights and privileges of
the other owners. It now appears the afford-
able units are being constructed in a solid
cluster, which in the future can easily be

divided off and segregated… The Office of
Planning questions the appropriateness of
this decision.”

Financing:Financing:Financing:Financing:Financing: “The Office of Planning,”
Mayer wrote, “was alerted to a troubling
advertisement to investors in the DW ‘Aina
Le‘a project.” In the ad, posted on a Singapore
website, Capital Asia solicits investors to pay
$96,000 to purchase a 4,000 square foot lot
(although, Mayer notes, the land being pur-
chased is not subdivided), and the developer
agrees to repurchase the land in 30 months for
$125,000, for an annual return of 12 percent.
(In September, Wessels told Environment

Hawai‘i that investors would receive “undi-
vided shares” of the land.) In the ad, Mayer
notes, “DW ‘Aina Le‘a Development LLC is
the owner, not the developer. The developer
is an entity called Hill Redwood Develop-
ment LLC… So based on the ad, neither DW
‘Aina Le‘a nor Capital Asia promise to buy
the land back, Hill Redwood Development
does.”

If the ad is correct, and investors are actu-
ally buying a fraction of land ownership,
Mayer writes, “there is also a question as to
whether petitioner has violated Condition 14
[of the LUC redistricting order], requiring
notice to the LUC of any intent to change the
ownership interest.”

The ad is also troubling, Mayer continued,
“because it indicates that financing is likely
not secure. Loans through conventional fi-
nancing would be much cheaper. So if con-
ventional financing is not available, the project
may be too risky.”

As of mid-May, more than 300 individual
owners were listed by the County of Hawai‘i
Real Property Tax Office for the 60-acre
parcel where the affordable housing is under
construction (TMK 3-6-001:036). And al-
though the land has changed hands twice
since DWAL took over (first purchase was the
affordable housing parcel from Bridge; sec-
ond was transfer of that parcel to ‘Aina Le‘a,
LLC, and its several hundred investors), the
LUC has not received any notice, according to
its director, Dan Davidson.

Procedural Integrity: Procedural Integrity: Procedural Integrity: Procedural Integrity: Procedural Integrity: “The Office of Plan-
ning is unalterably opposed to any further
extensions,” Mayer wrote, noting that when
the LUC set the November 2010 deadline in
2005, the developer had actually promised to
complete the affordable units in three years,
but the commission had added an extra two
years to account for possible delays. “Any
request for a further extension is unaccept-
able,” he said.

If, Mayer continued, developers “can make
statements and never be called to account for
them, and if conditions are never enforced,
rather only amended and extended at peti-
tioners’ convenience, then this land use pro-
cess loses all meaning. Why do we bother with
conditions in the first place?”

Mayer concluded by urging that the LUC,
“following the certain unsuccessful passing of
the November deadline for certificates of oc-
cupancy for all 384 affordable units, act imme-
diately to revert the district boundary of the
entire 1,060 acre petition area to Agriculture.”

� � �

Another Packed Hearing
On O‘oma Petition

Proposals to develop land at O‘oma, south
of the Kona airport, have generated con-

troversy for years, and the latest plan is no
exception. Even after the community was
given the opportunity to weigh in on the first
day of formal hearings by the Land Use
Commission on the petition to reclassify the
area last March, opponents of the project once
again packed the room when the LUC hearing
resumed in May.

They had been summoned by email alerts,
phone trees, postings on utility poles, and
even banners hung from overpasses on high-
ways leading into the village of Kailua-Kona.
Long before LUC Chairman Ransom Piltz
brought down his gavel to open the hearing on
May 5, the ballroom of the King Kamehameha
hotel was packed and soon hotel staff were
having to push back the room dividers, effec-
tively doubling the meeting space to accom-The crowd attending the hearing on O‘oma.

“The Office of Planning is unalterably opposed to
any further extensions.”

— Abbey Seth Mayer, OP director
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modate a boisterous crowd.
Most of the day was given over to public

testimony. Of the 70-plus witnesses who
spoke, a handful supported the project, their
comments usually greeted by loud hisses and
boos. Many of the opponents simply urged
the commission to keep the land open. A few,
however, submitted remarks that were
thoughtful and insightful.

George Wilkins, a retired professor of
ocean science, explained that certain aspects
of the West Hawai‘i shorelines, which he had
studied extensively, made them especially
vulnerable to the dangers of development.
Infrared surveys of the coast he had done in
the 1990s clearly indicated cold streams of
fresh water that flow into the sea from under-
ground rivers, often extending for more than
a mile offshore. The drainage surface of West
Hawai‘i, therefore, has two components, he
said: “The first is the surface of land, and
almost all attention paid by local govern-
ments and coastal developers is to this inter-
face between the earth and the atmosphere.
When no runoff occurs, we all relax and do
little more than call for dry wells to more
effectively duct stormwaters into the ground.”

But, he continued, “no matter how hard
we try to ignore it, there’s a second surface,
formed by sea water” that underlies the
islands. “All waters, freshwater, sewage, all
move downward until they meet the sea-
water. There they float on the sea surface...
The danger is that while floating along the
surface, the water will carry all the additives
and contaminants it picks up along the way –
pesticides, solvents, pharmaceuticals, et cetera.
They will follow the same path as the freshwa-
ter flows.” Wilkins called for more research to
gain a better understanding of the ways in
which fresh water can enter the ocean and to
devise better ways of addressing this issue.

More on Noise
After public testimony concluded, the peti-
tioner, O‘oma Beachside Village, was al-
lowed to resume making its case to the LUC.
The first witness called was Yoichi Ebisu, who
had prepared new site maps that allowed for
comparison between his own noise exposure
contour lines and those prepared by the state
Department of Transportation and accepted
last January by the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration. Ebisu had testified in March, but
the maps he presented at that time did not
show the DOT contour lines.

Ebisu explained that because the airport
master plans call for a new runway makai
(seaward) of the existing one and relocation of
helicopter operations to the north side of the
airport (from the south), “the net result … is
actually a reduction in forecasted noise levels

ment…. Right now, I can say that the noise
exposure maps – the official noise exposure
maps for Kona – are essentially the same as
what we had forecast and used in our analy-
sis.”

The critical contours for the O‘oma project
are the 60 and 55 DNL lines. (The DNL is a
measure of the average noise over a 24-hour
period in decibels, with nighttime noise car-
rying a slightly higher weight than daytime
noise.) Superimposing the contour lines over
the site plan shows just how finely tuned the
O‘oma development is, with the noise-sensi-

The map showing projected noise contours for 2013 was prepared by
Yoichi Ebisu on the basis of his own work and the FAA-accepted maps of
the state Department of Transportation. This supplants the map published
in our April issue.

�

at properties like O‘oma.
The reason for that is in
constructing the new run-
way, they will be relocating
noise impacts further
makai…. So the projections
are that noise contours at
O‘oma will actually go
down rather than up, even
with increased capacity.”

Jennifer Benck, attorney
for O‘oma, asked Ebisu how
the DOT’s maps differ from
the ones Ebisu had drawn
up and which were included
in the final environmental
impact statement for the
project.

The DOT’s draft maps,
he said, which were the only
ones available when he pre-
pared the report for the EIS,
“showed higher noise expo-
sure than we were show-
ing… But after the DOT
finalized the noise exposure
maps, we got better agree-

tive uses (residences and school) aligning in-
side the 60 DNL line, while non-sensitive uses
(the makai commercial area and recreational
sites) fall between the 60 and 65 DNL con-
tours, as projected by Ebisu.

Should the DOT contour maps vary from
Ebisu’s, it could mean that the developer
might be required to reconfigure the plans so
as to avoid land uses incompatible with the
state-approved land use guidelines.

Benck asked Ebisu his opinion on the
recommendation from the state Office of
Planning, an intervenor in this and all LUC

2013 Noise Exposure Projections
for O‘oma Beachside Villages
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redistricting petitions, that houses be built so
that indoor noise levels will be at 45 DNL or
below.

Ebisu disputed that this would be needed
– or even possible. “Between 55 and 60 [out-
door DNL], the interior noise levels should be
from 45 to 50 – ten points less. So we won’t be
able to meet a 45 DNL interior noise require-
ment for a naturally ventilated house that’s
located between the 55 and 60 contour lines.”

Benck: : : : : “If we air conditioned?”
Ebisu: “That’s what would be required.

You’ll have to close windows and doors, close
off natural ventilation, and then you’ll have
to air condition.”

When the Land Use Commission reclas-
sified the mauka portion of the O‘oma project
in 1986, it imposed an avigation (right to fly)
and noise easement and prohibited the con-
struction of any residential units in areas that
fall on the noisy side of the 60 DNL contour.
Under questioning from Benck, Ebisu noted
that in the area proposed for reclassification
now, no noise-sensitive uses were proposed
for areas where the DNL was projected to
exceed 60 DNL.

When the Office of Planning was given
the chance to cross-examine Ebisu, deputy
attorney general Bryan Yee followed up on
the avigation easement. “Are you aware that
the avigation easement requires indemnifica-
tion of the DOT?” he asked. The indemnifi-
cation means that landowners cannot sue the
state for damages that may be associated with
airport noise.

Ebisu said he was aware of that.
Yee then asked if Ebisu understood why

the DOT might want an avigation easement
over the entire property, not only under a
particular noise contour area.

“No, I can’t understand,” Ebisu replied.

“If you’re not going to define the easement
area by noise, why not go to the next prop-
erty?  If you’re saying it’s a noise easement,
then I should think the easement premises
should be defined by noise levels. I have never
seen a noise easement that is not, that does not
have easement premises defined by noise
level.”

Yee noted that the O‘oma property is what
is before the LUC, “just the one property. Not
Kohanaiki, not NELHA. The only property
that can be conditioned in this proceeding is
O‘oma. So if the DOT is looking to impose
such a condition, the largest property it can
impose on is this property, before this com-
mission. Because noise contours can change,
and predictions can be wrong, DOT would
want to ensure that whoever moves into
O‘oma has understood and signed away,
waived their rights to contest or object to the
operation, the continued operation, and
changing operations of Kona airport.”

Ebisu disagreed. “I can’t understand that,
it’s never been done as far as I know.”

Commissioner Normand Lezy pressed the
point further in his questions to Ebisu. “Have
you ever seen an instance where an avigation
easement was imposed that fell outside the 60
DNL contour?”

Ebisu: “It could be anywhere. But in my
opinion, it has to be a noise related line, it
cannot be a property boundary. If you’re
going to call it a noise easement, the premises
have to be defined by noise. At Kohanaiki, 55
DNL was used. It could be 50, 45, but you
have to have some rational purpose for pick-
ing a number. Fifty-five is most rational
because that’s where the science, such as the
EPA, says outside of that, sure, people may
complain, but there is no adverse health and
welfare effect. So the line of demarcation of 55
DNL has some scientific basis.”

The LUC will resume its hearing on the
O‘oma petition later this month.

— Patricia Tummons
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